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zoom player is fully scalable, supporting the latest media formats and interfaces.
new features and fixes are incorporated consistently with release schedules and
feature integration clearly announced on our support forum, twitter and facebook
pages. zoom player is a powerful, flexible and highly customizable media player

and media center software for the windows pc platform. using our smart play
technology, more media formats play with less hassle, improved stability and

greater performance. zoom player's fullscreen navigation interface is based on a
simple 5-key system (up/down/left/right/select). the 5-key system is suitable for

easy access and navigation by novices and experts alike. gom media player is one
of the best mkv players for windows 10 that is used for playing a video. this

software supports numerous file formats, including mkv, mpg, flv, and avi. it helps
to view 360 video views (a type of video recording where every direction is

recorded using cameras). the zoom option will change the zoom factor in the video
to a number in the range of 0 to 9.9. the ratio is a number between 0.1 and 1. for
example, a 1.8 zoom would be to magnify the video by 1.8 times. the aspect ratio

option will change the aspect ratio. if you wish to zoom the video to half its
resolution, then you can make the ratio 0.5. this will reduce the height to half of
the height and width. for example, if you have a 1920px x 1080px video, then

when you zoom it using the aspect ratio option, the video will reduce to 640px x
360px. this will increase the length of the video to halve.
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the zooming and changing the
window size are two independent
options in vlc media player. you

can choose to use one or the
other. to use the zooming

function, you need to activate it
first. then, you can make the
window size larger. to do this,

right-click on the video and
select "settings" and then click

on "screen zoom". the third
option is to set the window size
to fit the video on the screen.

you can have different
resolutions. for example, you

might want to use a wide screen
to zoom the video. then, you can
use the windows magnifier utility
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to zoom it. however, if you are
using a small screen, then the
window size will be suitable for

you. the zoom options in vlc
media player will change the
zoom factor in the video to a

number in the range of 0 to 9.9.
the ratio is a number between
0.1 and 1. for example, a 1.8

zoom would be to magnify the
video by 1.8 times. vlc media

player supports several methods
to zoom into video content. when

we use the interactive zoom
feature, vlc will zoom in the
portion of the video which is

selected. we can use the manual
zoom feature to magnify the

video. we can also use crop or
aspect ratio options to resize the

video. we can also set the
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window size or zoom ratio for a
desired zoom effect. zoom player
is a media player that supports
various file formats, including

mkv, mpg, flv, and avi. in
addition, it also supports 360
video views (a type of video

recording where every direction
is recorded using cameras). this

tool allows users to convert
almost any video format. users
can also use this tool to convert

audio formats. 5ec8ef588b
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